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INTRODUCTION
What constitutes a ‘recordable event’ is arguably the most critical methodological factor affecting the results of sports injury and illness surveillance studies. Although numerous consensus statements have attempted to standardise surveillance methodology,1–6 there remains considerable variation in current definitions of injury.

Underlying the choice of definition are a number of practical and theoretical issues, including the duration and setting of surveillance, the available resources, the type of injuries and illnesses of interest, how data are to be collected and what they are to be used for. It is also highly desirable that results are comparable between studies; both within and between sports. Above all, however, surveillance data must be valid.

As no single definition is likely to suit all needs, the purpose of this article is to review the strengths and limitations of the three most commonly used definitions in sports epidemiology and to examine their appropriateness depending on the context and objectives of surveillance. We focus particularly on methods of data collection, as this may have important consequences on the reliability of data.

REVIEW OF CONSENSUS-BASED DEFINITIONS
Consensus recommendations have been made for several sports, including cricket,1 football (soccer),2 rugby union,5 tennis,4 thoroughbred horse racing3 and most recently, for athletics.6 Earlier statements have focused solely on injuries, which may be defined as physical complaints resulting from the transfer of energy at a rate or in an amount that exceeds that tissue’s threshold for damage.6,7 Recently they have also been expanded to include illnesses, defined as physical or psychological complaints that are unrelated to injury.6 However, common to all statements (with the notable exception of cricket) is the recommendation that a recordable incident should be defined as any physical or psychological complaint resulting from relevant sports participation regardless of its consequences, but that those that receive medical attention be recorded as ‘medical attention’ injuries/illnesses and those leading to inability to participate fully in training or competition be recorded as ‘time-loss’ injuries/illnesses. In effect, therefore, the consensus statements suggest that there is no single ‘one-size-fits-all’ injury definition but rather offer three alternative definitions of recordable incidents for use: (1) all complaints, (2) medical attention and (3) time loss. These could be placed in a hierarchy ranging from broad to narrow, based on the number of incidents they are likely to capture, as shown in figure 1.

In practice, there are few examples of studies employing a true all complaints definition, with a majority of studies choosing either to record time-loss or medical-attention conditions. While there has been some debate regarding the various strengths and limitations of broad (eg, all complaints, medical attention) and narrow (eg, time loss) definitions,8,9 the discussion has been polarised with little consideration given to the context and aims of surveillance or methods of data collection.

TIME LOSS
Time loss is the most commonly used definition, particularly in longer term surveillance programmes in team sports.10–13 It represents the narrowest of the three consensus-recommended definitions—the one that is likely to record the fewest incidents. However, even narrower definitions exist; in cricket only injuries that limit match participation are recorded,1 and in Australian football only injuries that lead to unavailability for match selection are recorded.14 This is often called the missed-match definition (figure 1).

One of the assumed strengths of the time-loss definition is that an inability to fully participate in planned training and competition is relatively easy to identify. It is therefore considered to be relatively reliable, allowing for the comparison of data among different teams and across multiple seasons. This is particularly the case when a missed-match definition is used, as player availability often can be cross-checked with independent records. As no medical expertise is needed to apply a time-loss definition, injury occurrence (albeit not diagnosis) can be recorded by coaches, parents or other non-trained individuals. This may be of particular benefit in studies of young and recreational athletes.

However, there are several limitations to the time-loss definition. First, athletes often continue to train and compete despite the existence of injury. Common management strategies, such as the use of analgesic medications and anesthetics, modification of the type or intensity of training and delaying treatment or rest until the off season may lead to a large number of injuries being missed when a time-loss definition is used. This has been thought to be particularly relevant for overuse injuries,15 16 but recent evidence suggests that it may also be a problem for acute, traumatic injuries.17

A second limitation of the time-loss definition is that an inability to fully participate in training and/ or competition is difficult to apply in studies of
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Figure 1 Interactions between various definitions of injury and illness. Circle-size represents the relative number of incidents likely to be registered (not to scale).

individual sports. In team sports, this may be relatively straightforward; a player can either take part in planned training sessions or they cannot. In contrast, individual athletes have a far greater scope to modify their own training in response to injury or illness. For example the mode, intensity, frequency or volume of exercise can all be adjusted such that the question of whether ‘normal’ training has been maintained may be very difficult to answer. For example, a distance runner with iliotibial band (ITB) syndrome may avoid running hills, but can perform all their normal training on the flat. In fact, this is also becoming a problem in team sports, particularly at an elite level where it is increasingly common for players to have individualised training programmes with a blurred line between injury prevention training and rehabilitation. Consistent application of the definition may therefore be difficult in this setting, as well.

A third limitation which is particularly relevant for team sports is that the threshold for time loss varies according to the importance of the injured player and the time of the season in which the injury occurs. For example, star players are less likely to miss time due to minor injury during important phases of the season.

Nevertheless, despite its limitations the time-loss definition has proven to be feasible in many long-term and large-scale sports injury studies. The most severe injuries are likely to be captured, and when this is the goal of surveillance, its use is justified. However, if it is used, a clear definition of what constitutes ‘normal training and competition’ is of vital importance.

MEDICAL ATTENTION

The reporting of medical-attention incidents is recommended in a majority of consensus statements as this is likely to capture a far greater number of conditions than time loss and will therefore provide a more complete picture of the true burden of injury and illness.8 This may be of particular importance when the aim of surveillance is to assist in the allocation of medical resources within teams or organisations.18 However, in many research contexts the potential for systematic bias makes this definition unreliable.9 For example, in a study of World Cup alpine skiers a large proportion of medical-attention injuries were missed by team medical staff as skiers often travelled for long periods without medical support or had to relate to a variety of different practitioners throughout their season.19 Non-uniform and inconsistent access to medical support is also likely to be a problem in amateur and youth sports, preventing the reliable use of a medical-attention definition. Even in a professional team-sport environment there are likely to be systematic differences between recorders’ interpretation of what constitutes medical attention. Furthermore, there may be differences in the interpretation of who is qualified to provide medical attention between different sports and cultures, where ancillary practitioners such as physiotherapists, chiropractors, athletic trainers and massage therapists have varying qualifications and statuses. The use of a medical-attention definition may also place large demands on team medical staff due to the large number of conditions likely to be recorded; this would likely compromise completeness and accuracy of the data.

Although the medical-attention definition is seldom used in prospective cohort studies, it is commonly used during major short-term sporting tournaments. In this setting, one of the main uses for surveillance data is to assist organisers to allocate sufficient health resources in future events.20 For this reason the injury definition should reflect the full range of problems encountered by athletes during the tournament. A medical-attention definition is therefore appropriate, provided athletes have a relatively uniform access to medical care. In large tournaments, such as the Olympic and Paralympic Games, this is feasible because polyclinics are available to all participating athletes, who, in conjunction with team physicians from each country, are responsible for data collection.21 22

However, in tournaments which do not provide such services, but rely purely on team physicians for treatment and data collection, the use of a medical-attention definition may lead to a systematic under-reporting from athletes and teams with less intensive medical coverage. In this case it may be better to limit the definition to time loss, defined in this case as the inability to start or complete an event. While this would lead to an under-estimation of the true burden of illness and injury, particularly of overuse injuries and chronic illnesses, it would ensure adequate reliability of data while still capturing all major acute injuries and infectious diseases. Presumably, these are the two problems that event organisers are most concerned with, and able to prevent.

ALL COMPLAINTS

‘All complaints’ is the most common consensus-recommended surveillance definition, but there are relatively few examples of it being used in its true form (ie, registration of all medical problems, including those that do not lead to medical attention). Because surveillance studies have traditionally used medical staff to record data, they are unlikely to be aware of conditions not needing medical attention. However, the strengths and limitations of this definition are similar to those of medical attention; data may be a good representation of the total burden of injury and illness, but their reliability may be suspect. One of the major problems is that data are subject to systematic bias due to each collector’s interpretation of what constitutes a recordable complaint. For example, a physiotherapist on one team may consider delayed-onset muscle soreness as a recordable complaint whereas one on another team may not, considering it a normal response after heavy training.

DATA COLLECTION METHODS MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

The major limitations of the reliability of broad surveillance definitions exist at the level of the data collector, where
differences in availability, interpretation of definitions or data completeness can lead to systematic bias between different groups of athletes. A potential solution to this problem is to allow athletes to record medical complaints themselves, rather than via third-party data collectors. While the threshold for what constitutes a recordable problem may also vary substantially between individual athletes when this approach is taken, the potential for systematic bias between teams or groups of athletes may be less.

These methods also involve certain challenges, such as the logistics of collecting and analysing information from a large number of individuals; however, recent technological advances such as internet-based surveys, short message service (SMS) text messaging, and smartphone applications have greatly improved the potential for this approach in large cohorts. It is also possible to use ‘low-tech’ methods to collect data from athletes on the team level. For example, athletic trainers could administer daily or weekly questionnaires at training.

Missing data are also a major challenge when this approach is used, so careful follow-up by investigators is essential. Unlike medical personnel, athletes have little investment in recording their injuries and illnesses for research purposes. Therefore, much effort is required to ensure adequate participation. Nevertheless, there are similar challenges when conducting traditionally designed surveillance studies, which have also been shown to be prone to incomplete and inaccurate data collection even when a narrow (time-loss) definition is used. In this regard, surveillance systems using direct-athlete reporting have an advantage, as the extent of missing data is easier to quantify.

CONCLUSION
‘One size does not fit all’ when it comes to surveillance methods. Although consensus-based recommendations for standardised methodology are available, the choice of definition should reflect the aims and context of surveillance. Investigators need to consider the strengths and limitations of each approach.
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